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The monthly newsletter of the Global Network of Politicians for Crypto

Global Network of Politicians for Crypto

#LGDC responds to the growing movement in different cities, to implement local digital

currencies, as an opportunity to improve public finances and reduce socioeconomic gaps.

This implies the promulgation of flexible regulatory frameworks that allows collaboration

between government institutions and third parties, taking into account that a series of legal

and fiscal doubts permeate such initiatives.

This newsletter consists of an effort by the Global Network of Politicians for Crypto (GNPC),

a network made up of politicians worldwide, to contribute to the search for answers to these

questions; At the same time, it provides updated information on the implementation of

digital local currency, the promotion of alliances with digital local currency providers and

the legal reforms necessary to elevate virtual personality and the right to have money, to the

rank of human rights.

WHAT IS #LGDC?

Digital local currency

Virtual Personality

THE LATEST:



Write to us and
participate in this

effort to change the
world

The Forum: space for politicians
around the world to make their
contributions, comment on the
implementation of digital local
currency in their territories,
promote the necessary legal
reforms and even consolidate
alliances with digital local currency
providers and other local
governments. This space will
inaugurate in March a channel on
Discord, in which people of
political importance worldwide
will be able to exchange their
ideas.

Society: section for people of
influence worldwide to publish
their articles and opinions on
digital local currency, virtual
personality, the right to have
money and its proper
implementation.

LGDC: section specializing in
reporting on digital local currency
providers, advice on the
implementation of digital local
currencies and the development of
digital local currency.                         
As examples, it is important to
highlight:

In each issue of the #LGDC, we can
find relevant information that is
divided into the following sections:

A NEWSLETTER WITH A HUMANISTIC APPROACH

CityCoins: which has a whole

system for the development of

digital local currency.

Algorand-Circle: who are

competing to provide digital

local currency in Miami.

Opinion: research articles, written

by the editorial committee of this

newsletter and that deals with

issues of importance to the GNPC;

covering the analysis of recently

enacted legislation, the

preparation of proposals

regulations, as well as

conceptualizing virtual personality

and related topics.

This initiative has a highly humanistic

approach, which focuses on the

person, so if you want to appear in

any of our sections and be able to

share your opinion, do not hesitate to

write to us at gnpc.lgdc@gmail.com
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